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We are Al experts specialising in fashion, 
passionate about delivering a truly 

personalized shopping experience to 
online shoppers within seconds, operated 

by our utterly unique machine learning 
algorithm combined with our image 

consultants  expertise. 

The Style Lab team is made up of image 
consultants and fashion experts from YOOX 

NET-A-PORTER GROUP, Farfetch, and top data 
scientists from Google and Intel.  

We offer several types of services which can be 
tailored to your customers needs.

Our story Based in Barcelona & London



Shop online at 
least once a 
month, but 

struggle to make 
a choice and 

complete their 
purchase.

Consider it 
important to buy 

clothes that 
align with their 

style.

Do not know 
what to wear 

with items they 
have purchased 

previously.

Would like to 
receive 

personalized 
recommendatins 
whilst shopping 

online.

Our four-year in-depth research highlights the challenges consumers have 
faced when shopping online.

Our Research



With various options to choose from, our services are carefully tailored to meet your customers’ 
needs and elevate their shopping experience within seconds. 

Our Services

Our expert style guide reveals the perfect cuts, 
textures and prints tailored to every customer. 

Customers can upload a picture of 
items in their wardrobe or choose an 
item from your catalog to unlock five 
fashionable ways to style it. 

It all starts with one selfie. Our smart science 
analyzes customer's skin tone to make tailored 
clothing recommendations that best suit them.

40% of online shoppers experience difficulties 
with buying clothes that fit them properly. Our 
AI technology helps customers to celebrate 
their shape by curating styles, fits, fabrics and 
clothing suggestions that work for them.



Our state-of-the-art technology

+98%matching
accuracy

249 attributes 
tagged

800K styling 
variations



Impact

Our flexible solution will:

Increase AOV

Minimize returns

Promote your sustainability 
goals

Connect your in-store and 
online shopping experience

Elevate customer engagement 
and loyalty

Improve your marketing 
campaigns

CONVERSION RATE REDUCE RETURNS AOV

+11% -22% +12%

This is where Style Lab can make a difference 



Sustainability is at the core of our ethos. We are 
on a mission to help our partners unlock their 
sustainability goals by delivering exceptional 
service to their customers, without costing the 
Earth.

Our commitment to sustainability Style Lab’s input

Our Al systems help consumers re-style and 
breathe new life into their wardrobes. By linking 
new items from your website with our matching 
service, fresh styling ideas prevent clothing going to 
landfill. Alongside this service, Style Lab reduces the 
returns tenfold. It’s backed by our science.



Challenge        Solution

Grid

Collage 

Based on Anna’s previous shopping choices and 
appearance, our AI technology service would create 
numerous head-to-toe style recommendations. Our 
app would provide Anna with all the options on your 
website that would complement the item that she 
uploaded from her wardrobe.

Anna (24) has a  work Christmas 
party coming up and wants to feel 
confident, look professional yet 
glam. 

Anna’s already got an existing  top 
in her wardrobe she wants to wear 
but she doesn’t know how to style 
it.



Challenge        Solution

Lisa (36) is a new mum and  on maternity 
leave.

She has now hit her target post-baby 
weight - and wants  to feel confident 
again - but has less time to focus on 
herself now. 

Lisa want’s to find clothing 
recommendations to suit her style, but 
doesn’t know where to begin.

Based on Lisa’s colour and personal style analysis, our 
AI technology would create head-to-toe style 
recommendations, collating your website items to give 
Lisa a personal shopper in-store experience within the 
online world.



Benefits of partnering with us
We use tailor-made solutions and adjust our tech to each client’s needs.

HIGH ROI
● Increased AOV
● Minimized returns
● Improved conversion and LTV
● Elevated customer engagement and 

loyalty

● We are offering free trials to new onboarded customers 
and flexible subscription plans available

● We can be easily integrated at any point of your 
customer journey incl. chat bot, app, website via API or 
widget. 

SEAMLESS 
INTEGRATION

AS LITTLE AS 1 WEEK 
Via e-commerce platforms, 

social media services or e-mail & 
CRM softwares

FLEXIBILITY AND 
HYPER-PERSONALIZATION



Thank You!

www.stylelab.ai
info@stylelab.ai



The 
shopper 
journey



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

Add a customized banner to promote 
store personalization to homepage to 
encourage customers to shop 
according to their color and style type.  

Add a customized banner to Outfit 
Builder function to support your 
sustainability goals. Encourage 
customers to complete their 
looks/wardrobes with items from LDC.



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

Add a customized gif banner to 
promote store personalization to 
homepage to encourage customers to 
shop according to their color and style 
type.  

Add a customized gif banner to Outfit 
Builder function to support your 
sustainability goals. Encourage 
customers to complete their 
looks/wardrobes with items from LDC.



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

To introduce pop up banners 
with CTAs.



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

Invite customers to see if the item suits 
their color and style type during the 
consideration stage on PDP by adding 
‘Check if it suits you’.



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

Elevate your customer experience by 
providing customers with curated 
styling recommendations. Inspire 
customers with outfit 
recommendations by enabling the 
feature ‘Style it with’.



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

Encourage customers via newsletter 
and social media content to try new 
features to benefit from the in-store 
experience at home and shop with 
confidence. 

Suggestion to send newsletters to 
clients post-purchase with 5 ideas on 
how to style their new purchases. 



Homepage - Product page - Cart - Checkout - Post-purchase

Opportunity: 

Elevate your members area with 
unique exclusive features available 
only to members of LDC. Be that 
Studio, Style Profile information, saved 
looks or Figure & Fit.



Personal Shopping

Opportunity: 

Enable chatbot on homepage to offer a 
more personalized service and 
pre-screen clients before they reach 
personal shoppers. 

The chatbot journey can include logic 
to suggest a personal shopping session 
with a live stylist in order to promote 
the service. 



With various options to choose from, our service is 
carefully tailored to meet your customers’ needs and 
elevate their shopping experience.

STYLE 
PROFILE
Our Al identifies 
colors, shapes, 
fabrics and patterns 
that match your 
customer’s 
complexion and 
facial features.

PERSONALIZED 
EXPERIENCE

DNA Style users 
appreciate the 
efficiency and 
convenience of the 
service, as we lessen 
the time they spend 
searching for looks 
that may not work for 
them.

CURATION

We provide personal 
recommendations 
based on the 
customer’s style 
profile, curating 
outfits that are 
uniquely tailored to 
the individual.

STYLE 
GUIDE

>

Services
Style & Color Type



Based on the customer’s body type, our 
algorithm suggests the most flattering 
items in terms of figure and fit. 

We have mastered personalization at scale 
and designed a seamless shopping 
experience by bridging the gap between the 
online and in-store.

Our personal styling solution delivers 
exceptional experience and value for your 
customers, enabling them to make 
informed choices and learn as they shop.

Services
Figure & Fit



Customers can upload an image from 
their own closet or choose any item from 
your shopping catalog to receive advice 
on how to style it.

Our Al will combine up to 5 head-to-toe 
outfits with any items that they upload.

This gamified experience will help you 
increase customer loyalty and 
engagement, as well as achieve your 
sustainability goals. GET INSPIRED

Select item from catalog or make a photo

Get five looks based on your choice

Get five looks based on your choice

Services
Outfit Builder



Benefits of working with us

We use tailor-made solutions and adjust our 
tech to each client’s needs.

HIGH ROI

• Increased AOV
• Minimized returns
• Improved conversion and LTV
• Elevated customer engagement and loyalty

• One-month free trial
• Subscription plans available
• Commission based on monthly transactions
• You can choose one or several services 

to suit you.

We offer the best suite of solutions to drive your business 
objectives, whether you are interested in an API 
implementation, front-end implementation, or a combination 
of the two.

SEAMLESS 
INTEGRATION

FLEXIBILITY AND 
HYPER-PERSONALIZATION




